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INTRODUCTION

The Rise of Mobile in Holiday Shopping
As 2019 comes into full swing, the growth of mobile-first
businesses is undeniable and the recent holiday season
shows compelling evidence of mobile’s growing role.

51%

$38.8B

55%

Holiday traﬃc occurred
on mobile

Total holiday sales on
mobile

Growth of holiday sales
on mobile

Source: Adobe

Source: Adobe

Source: Adobe

Mastercard’s data indicates that retail had the "best" season in six years,
with overall sales growing 5.1%. Internet Retailer shows over $122 billion
was spent on digital during the holiday season, validating that retail is
not on the decline, it’s simply evolving. According to Adobe, mobile
accounted for 51% of all holiday shopping traﬃc and 30% of all holiday
sales, or about $38.8 billion, a 55% year-over-year revenue from mobile
increase.
Mobile is no longer a tactic but a necessary, strategic part of the plan for
businesses that want to thrive. eMarketer cites that global mobile
commerce revenue is growing 40% year-over-year, further showing rising
expectations for mobile in the years ahead. Look east to China, and that
growth will be even bigger, as it’s expected to triple by 2021 to nearly $2.6
trillion.
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THE MOBILE ECONOMY IS STRONG

The Rise of Mobile in Holiday Shopping
Mobile is no longer a tactic, but a necessary, strategic
part of the plan for businesses to thrive.
The 2018 holiday shopping season shows the mobile economy is
stronger than ever.
For the first time, we’re pleased to share with you findings from the
Button Marketplace, which is home to 9 out of the top 10 retailers, as
ranked by Forbes, and has surpassed over $1 billion in commerce to date.
Through an analysis of millions of transactions completed during the
holiday season from November 1, 2018 to January 6, 2019, this report will
provide you with insights into holiday season traﬃc and spending, need
to know information about consumer app versus mobile web purchasing
preferences, and user behavior including peak and oﬀ-peak spending
times throughout the holiday season.

What’s ahead
Spending trends

The path to purchase

App vs. mobile web activity

Most popular purchases

We hope you enjoy our deep dive into the 2018 holiday shopping season
and learn valuable insights to leverage in 2019 and beyond.
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A SEASON THAT SURGES

Increasingly Mobile
Behavior in the Button Marketplace during the holiday
season mirrored industry trends, and revealed shoppers
browsed more and spent 121% more than the 2018 average
prior to the holidays.

Uplift in user spend

+121%

2018 Average

Holiday Season

In 2018, retailers launched deals as early as Halloween. As a result we
saw spending activity surge in early November, indicating incentives can
be a powerful purchase trigger. Starting at the top of the purchase funnel
we saw more browsing which translated to higher conversion and
spending rates.
The Button Marketplace’s holiday revenue growth is aligned with the rest
of the industry, and shows the power of the mobile consumer in retail.
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A FEW KEY METRICS

Increasingly Mobile
From an increase in browsing activity to a higher number of orders, we
saw more activity at every stage of the buyer’s journey.

Comparing 2018 holiday season daily averages to 2018 daily averages

+61%

+108%

+106%

+121%

61% increase in users browsing
With the shift of intent to mobile, Publishers in the Button
Marketplace are increasingly a browsing destination where
shoppers begin their journey to discover new brands.

108% rise in app installs
This increase in app installs demonstrates a willingness to
download new apps and indicates users prefer app experiences on
mobile.

106% higher volume of orders
Beyond browsing: mobile consumers transacted at much higher
rates during the holiday season. A strong mobile experience
coupled with high purchase intent is beginning to close the gap
between mobile browsing and mobile purchasing.

121% more spending
Spending more: consumers spent a record amount on mobile this
holiday season. Looking forward, Button Marketplace data and
industry trends show mobile is an increasingly valuable channel for
engagement.
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SPENDING MORE ON MOBILE

The Path to Purchase
By now it’s clear that consumers are not only browsing, but
also spending more on mobile. To provide insights on how
to attract and engage these users year-round, we analyzed
when the mobile consumer is spending (and localized all
purchase times) and on what categories and items.

Number of orders

Hourly purchase behavior

12 AM

2 AM

4 AM

6 AM

Thanksgiving Day

8 AM

10 AM

12 PM

2 PM

4 PM

Black Friday

6 PM

8 PM

10 PM

Cyber Monday

When the mobile consumer buys
Thanksgiving was one of the strongest days of the holiday season, demonstrating
the mobile consumer is highly responsive to the many oﬀers retailers promoted
on the holiday.
Cyber Week (the Monday before Thanksgiving through Cyber Monday) displayed
the biggest purchase volume throughout the entire holiday season, which makes
sense considering it includes the three largest purchasing days of the season.
Purchases rose first thing in the morning and late at night.
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THE WINNING CATEGORIES

The Path to Purchase
In the Button Marketplace, we saw electronics purchases spike at
midnight on both Thanksgiving Day and Cyber Monday.
We saw toy purchases spike on Cyber Monday, indicating that
consumers begin browsing and shopping for toys after getting those
electronics deals.
Home supplies, sports and outdoors, as well as clothing and fashion
purchases remained steady throughout the holiday season, with higher
purchase rates than previously seen in 2018. This suggests consumers
are willing to wait past the Cyber Week rush to see if they can score a
deal during the later weeks of the holiday season.

Top 5 categories
Highest number of orders
for holiday season overall

1

Electronics

2

Toys

3

Home supplies

4

Sports and outdoors

5

Clothing and fashion
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THE MOST PURCHASED PRODUCTS

The Path to Purchase
Within the most popular categories in the Button Marketplace, a few
items were consistently purchased throughout the holiday season.
AirPods, Air Fryer Oven, and Xbox Live Membership were among the top
5 most popular items across multiple days.

Top 5 items by day

Thanksgiving Day

Black Friday

Cyber Monday

1

Programmable
Pressure Cooker

1

3 Month Xbox Live
Gold Membership

1

L.O.L. Surprise! Eye
Spy Pets Series

2

LEGO Classic
Creative Box

2

Air Fryer Oven

2

3

Apple AirPods

LEGO Classic Bricks
on a Roll

4

Sony PlayStation
Plus 12 Month
Subscription

3

Apple iPad

4

PAW Patrol My Size
Lookout Tower

5

Call of Duty: Black
Ops 4

5

Apple AirPods

3
4
5

Sharpie Special
Collectors Edition
3 Month Xbox Live
Gold Membership
Air Fryer Oven

Gaming purchases peaked on Black Friday with PlayStation
Subscriptions, Call of Duty, and Xbox Live Memberships all ranking in the
top 5.
Toy purchases peaked on Thanksgiving Day and Cyber Monday with
LEGO classic, Paw Patrol, L.O.L. Surprise! Doll, and Sharpies making their
top 5 debuts.
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A PERIOD OF SPLURGING

The Path to Purchase
The items purchased suggest the mobile consumer splurged on
technology and household items that they might not have purchased
regularly throughout the year. This generally aligns with an industry shift
towards last minute shopping and self-gifting purchases while holiday
shopping.
Considering these last minute, spur-of-the-moment purchases, many
categories and items benefit from the on-the-go nature of mobile
purchases.

“Many of the secular trends SeatGeek has
been seeing over the past few years
continued this holiday season. We sell
tickets to live events, which helped us
capitalize on the shift towards gifting
experiences over physical gifts. On
demand is a buzzword these days, and it
definitely applies to our business: we're
seeing an increasingly large share of
purchases happen on the day of the
event. And we continue to see a shift
towards mobile, which of course is very
interrelated with those last minute
purchases.”
—Shoji Ueki, Senior Director of Growth
Marketing, SeatGeek

SeatGeek mobile app experience
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APP VS. MOBILE WEB

The Mobile Consumer Chooses Apps
There are explicit distinctions in shopper behavior when
comparing mobile buyer behavior in app and on mobile
web. Apps were the clear winner in the 2018 holiday
shopping period. In the Button Marketplace, shoppers
complete more orders in apps compared to the mobile web
year round, and the holiday period was no exception:
From revenue per tap to orders per purchaser, app shoppers
outperformed mobile web users across the board.

+14%
Higher conversion rate in
app than mobile web

+117%
Increased revenue per tap
in app than mobile web

+108%
More orders per purchaser
in app than mobile web
Boxed app and mobile web experiences
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APP PERFORMANCE

The Mobile Consumer Chooses Apps
Research from Think with Google shows that 61% of shoppers are open
to buying from new retailers during the holiday season. The Button
Marketplace saw a spike in first-time brand shoppers, mostly attributed
to new app users.

App Install Rate

43.0%

Of users in the Button
Marketplace install an app
after clicking on a Button

Repeat Purchase Rate

16.4%

Of app users in the Button
Marketplace purchase
again within 45 days

Google Play top shopping apps
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A CRUCIAL PERSONA

The Power of Power Users
As Forbes puts it, the Pareto Principle is very simple, yet
very important. For those unfamiliar, the principle
essentially states business revenue relies on a group of
power users who shop more regularly and spend more,
making engagement an essential KPI of any successful
marketing team.
Compared to the rest of the year, the holiday season experiences a surge
in these power users who spend more. 7 out of 10 shoppers during Cyber
Week were new users. One third of those new users came back to shop
again, or over and over again, even after Cyber Monday ended, showing
that the holiday season provides valuable mobile shoppers to acquire
and engage because they'll keep coming back.

1 of 3

1 of 3 users acquired during
Cyber Week made another
purchase within 45 days

“The mobile consumer’s purchase intent is at an all-time high during
the holiday season, so Boxed had to get creative to activate this intent.
We launched 12 days of giveaways and oﬀered free items like wrapping
paper and snowman soap holders to connect with the consumer in
unique ways that would resonate.”
—Emily Kalen, Senior Manager of Customer Acquisition, Boxed
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NOT YOUR AVERAGE USER

The Power of Power Users
Half of all users who shopped during Cyber Week shopped again during
the rest of the holiday period. The convenience of mobile allows
shoppers to spread out their shopping across multiple days and transact
at a higher rate. Power users, users who last shopped within 30 days of
Cyber Week, represent only 8% of shoppers yet accounted for 22% of all
the sales during the holiday period, made more than 6 shopping trips,
and converted 2× more than average users.

Power user

Average user

6.2

2.7

Average number
of orders

Average number
of orders

Power users that emerge during the holiday season
convert at a 26% higher rate and are likely to continue
shopping at higher than average rates in the months to
come.
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CONCLUSION

How to Leverage This Report for Your
Marketing Plans
Key takeaways

For the mobile consumer, incentives can be a powerful
purchase trigger.

Investing in app users leads to better performance.

New users are your holiday gift. 1/3 of them will shop
again in the short term and some will average six or
more purchases.

Holiday sales saw a 55% year-over-year revenue from mobile increase,
topping $38 billion. Across the industry and in the Button Marketplace,
the mobile buyer was more active during the 2018 holiday season than
ever before. Consumers began their shopping journeys earlier, indicating
that intent can be triggered with the right messaging and incentives.
Mobile consumers shopped across a variety of categories and
completed both small and large transactions on their phones. The data
showed that app shoppers spent more and made more repeat purchases
than mobile web shoppers, highlighting the opportunity among engaged
app users.
If you’d like to learn more about how Button can help you maximize
mobile in 2019, reach out to us at usebutton.com/contact.
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BUTTON’S MISSION

Building a Better Way to Do Business in
Mobile
Button helps Publishers and Brands build partnerships that give people
what they want at the touch of a button. The Button Marketplace
includes 9 out of the top 10 retailers as ranked by Forbes and has driven
over $1 billion in commerce to date.
The brands in the Button Marketplace are innovators shaping the future
of commerce. Will you join them?

Visit the Button Website
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OUR APPROACH

Methodology
We analyzed millions of transactions in the Button Marketplace from
November 19, 2018 to January 6, 2019. These transactions spanned
nearly 300 publishers and premium brands from a variety of industries
around the world. We define Cyber Week as November 19, 2018 (Monday
before Thanksgiving) through November 26, 2018 (Cyber Monday). All
transactions are converted to US dollars and all time zones have been
localized.
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